
customed surroundings, it gives them a feeling of instability & 
insecurity!"—That's the lies of the Devil, absolutely of the Devil, 
because it's the best thing in the World for'm! 

7. But of course if they don't feel like they have parents 
they can depend on & they don't feel love, they don't feel the 
security of the love of a Family no matter where the Family is, & 
they don't have me Lord, then that's a different matter. If they are 
attached to things like their parents are & to the things in a house 
& a certain house & a certain neighbourhood & a certain school 
instead of the Lord & the Family themselves, our spiritual Fami
ly, then of course if they have been taught & raised & reared to 
be attached to things instead of people & instead of the Lord, then 
it's going to be quite a psychological wrench to tear them out of 
that frame of reference into another situation.—If you've allowed 
them to get attached to those things & that place instead of to God 
& the Family! 

8. That's a good lesson to remember, that it's far more im
portant for us to be attached to each other & to the Lord, then 
it doesn't matter where we are! (Sings:) "A tent or a palace, why 
should I care?—They're building a mansion for me over there!" 

9. But anyway, thank God we're attached to the Lord & 
each other, & as long as we have our Family & each other & the 
Lord, I don't think we'll care where we live or where He leads us 
or guides us to serve! (Sings:) "Anywhere with Jesus I can safe
ly go, anywhere He leads me in this World of woe!" So even if 
it's only moving from one end of the house to the other, you 
shouldn't have to worry about it, the Lord will still be with you, 
amen? 

10. "If Jesus goes with me I'll go, anywhere! 'Tis Heaven to 
me, where'er I may be if He is there! I count it a privilege here 
His cross to bear! If Jesus goes with me, I'll go—anywhere!" 
Amen? Will you go anywhere with Jesus? 
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England did us a bit of damage! Apparently they must have 
done us good because we've grown faster man ever! The more 
they attack us, me more we grow! The more they curse us, the 
more the Lord blesses it! TYL! 

2.1 was really disappointed in our kids! Imagine, you never 
know when you might be onBBC, & she was! Think of it! (Maria: 
She was right on the program?) Yes, they played the tape record
ing of the phone call right on the show! She didn't realise she was 
talking to all England, all Britain, in fact all the World! 

3. She was typically evasive, you know, like she was guilty 
& hiding instead of attacking!—Instead of replying, "Well of 
course we encourage sex! What's me matter with sex? Don't you 
like sex? God made sex!" What's the matter with the kids that 
they don't have a more positive approach? 

4. They need to go on the attack, attack!—Instead of sud
denly getting freaked out & scared & not knowing what to say! 
They shouldn't have people like that answering die telephone! 
They should never have anybody answer the phone anywhere but 
somebody who knows all the answers & can sock it to'm if they 
have to! It's pitiful! There was her chance to be a witness to the 
World & she really muffed it & was really weak! 

5. The World would have gotten a kick out of that & she 
could have set that self-righteous hypocrite back on his heels 
if she had said, "Of course we like sex! Of course we encourage 
sex! God made sex! Don't you like sex?" 

6. They should have been on the attack! What the Hell's 
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